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ABSTRACT

Both theoretical and experimental investigations have been made of the prob-

lems of controlling large nuclear desalting plants. A general-purpose digital

simulator has been developed for large multistage flash (MSF) plants coupled

to a back-pressure turbine-generator plant with a pressurized-water reactor

(PWR) as a heat source. Experimental studies have included dynamics tests

on MSF and PWR systems. The studies indicate that the overall plant stability

characteristics are very sensitive both to the MSF plant hydraulic design

features and to the means of coupling the MSF plant to the heat source.

INTRODUCTION If IflO I Lit
bestb

Studies sponsored by the USAEC and others have shown that the. acfS^ presently-

known way of achieving low-cost desalted water for large-scale regional

water supply needs is through a combination of electric power and water pro-

duction in a dual-purpose plant. However, realization of these economicadvantages is dependent on the successful solution of dynamic stability and

control problems that may arise when the plants are coupled. These problems

are being studied at ORNL to insure satisfactory operation of the large plants now
developed.

The behavior of these plants is predicted by digital simulators that calcu-

late the response of the evaporator, turbine-generator, and reactor to various

input perturbations. The mathematical models and correlations used in the

simulators are, where possible, derived from experimental data. When the

models and parameters are not well established, the sensitivity of the pre-

dieted plant behavior to variations in the assumed models is determined.
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This information is used to guide our experimental work, which has the

objective of narrowing the uncertainty ranges of the critical models such

that the predictions of overall plant dynamic behavior will be accurate.

Dynamics tests on experimental MSF evaporators included studies of both

frequency response and large-perturbation response. Other steady-state

correlations were derived by using parameter trend tests, with computer-

assisted schemes for acquiring and analyzing the data.

DUAL-PURPOSE PLANT SIMULATIONS

Our studies of dual-purpose plant dynamics have indicated that the major

uncertainties and potential stability difficulties lie in the MSF evaporator

portion of the plant. Consequently, most of our work to date has been con-

centrated on MSF dynamics problems. The PWR and turbine-generator plant
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simulators were developed subsequently, and studies of coupled plant opera-

tion have teen made vith various control schemes and for several component

failure upsets. A special-purpose digital simulator for the VTE/MSF Module

in Fountain Valley, California, has also been developed. This will be used

as a basis for a general-purpose VTE/MSF simulator which will eventually be

tied in with the PWR and turbine-generator simulator.

MSF Evaporator Simulations

Initial studies of large-MSF plant dynsmies were .made with a digital com-

puter code which computed overall plant transfer functions of a linearized

[2]

model. It was concluded from this early study that MSF stability character-

istics are strongly dependent on the mechanisms which determine interstage

tray brine flow rates. This conclusion has been reinforced by more recent

studies using a digital simulator which solves nonlinear model equations

in the time domain. s J

MSF Simulator Description. A typical MSF evaporator plant module may con-

sist of 50 stages, each stage containing wide rivers of flashing brine, large

condenser tube-bundles and trays carrying flashing product water. The grand

scale of these plants is characterized by brine flow rates of 86 tons/sec,

pipes and valves 10 ft in diameter, and pumps rated at 18,000 hp. The MSF

simulator is structured to model plant designs such as those generated by

the ORNL design code "ORSEF", and essentially all of the input design

and initial condition information required for the simulator is obtained

from output cards produced by ORSEF. The simulator also features choices

of a wide variety of input perturbations and output displays including

off-line automatic plotting. Provisions are also made for modifying critical

models and parameters. Typically a simulator run predicts tray liquid



levels, temperatures, interstage flow rates, and pressures, etc. in each

stage following a prescribed input perturbation. An average calculation

of a 1-hr transient for a 50-stage plant runs in about h min of CPU time

on ORNL's IBM 360/91.

MSF Model Description£. Several approximations to physical reality were

made in order to model the MSF evaporator plant. First, a lumped-parameter

model was adopted. In the lumped-parameter model, each stage is assumed to

be composed of several well-mixed tanks or "point masses", each having a

specific mean temperature. Independent studies have shown the model used

for the condenser to be a reasonably good approximation of the distributed-

parameter model. Dynamics experiments run on an evaporator have also shown the
ry?

point model for tray brine temperature to be sufficiently accurate.1-1

In all, ten first-order differential equations are used to describe the
heat and mass transport mechanisms in a stage:

five temperatures (3 for the condenser, one each for the tray brine and

product water.), the product mass, tray brine mass, and the vapor or

steam mass in the stage, plus salt concentrations in the brine tray and

condenser tubes« The steam is assumed to be at saturated conditions, so

that is the mass of the vapor is known, the pressure and temperature can

be calculated*



If no other approximations were made, the model for the 50-stage plant

would require the solution of over *3S& coupled nonlinear differential

equations. The solution of this many coupled differential equations would

"be a time-consuming task, even for a modern, high-speed digital computer.

In the simulator model, we make the approximation that each stage is effectively

decoupled from each other stage during a calculational time step. This

permits the solution of 50 sets of 9. coupled differential equations instead

$00 A

of one set of tSS& coupled equations. It is assumed that the mass and

heat flow rates across a stage boundry remain constant during a calcula-

tional time interval. The values for these heat and mass flow rates are

based on conditions prevailing at the beginning of the time interval. If

the time steps are short enough, the errors introduced "by this stage iso-

lation technique are small.

Details on the equations used and methods of solution can be found in either
TQ 1.1

of the two published references.l ' ' The matrix of aigUb coupled differential
equations for each stage is solved by a variation of the matrix exponential

technique, which has been found to be very efficient and accurate for

this application.

Sample MSF Simulator Results and.Observations. The purpose of the sample

results presented here is to illustrate three points related to the depen-

dence of stability on MSF plant design. It should be recognized, however,

that the simulators are not capable of accurately predicting dynamics for

. . Presently
a given (hardware) design. .j&±a*aa*S5?B*wfc they can only determine whether

certain changes in design features will have stabilizing or destabilizing

tendencies. " •

The first point is that higher, baffles (downstream of the interstage orifice)

lead to greater stability, as shown in Fig. 1. , For bo"Mv



simulated responses, the input perturbation (which is typical of all

simulator results shown) is a sudden decrease of approximately 2% in

heat rate to the brine heater for a period of 10 min, followed by a return

to the original heat rate. In the stable case, the coefficient KB, which

defines the £g effect of downstream brine level (relative to ±te that of the

upstream level) on inlet brine flow, is 0.6$c A slight increase in KB to 0.75

(e.g., from lowering the baffle heights) results in instability.

The second point is that the greater the number of stages in a plant, the

more apt it is to be unstable; this is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the

model assumptions, stage designs, and coupling scheme 'are the same for

the simulations of the 9-stage OSW MSF San Diego module and a 50-stage

plant. Brine levels are shown for stages 1, 10, and 30 of the 50-stage

plant and for stages 1, 3, and 5 of the module, and the differences in

stability are clear. Obviously, the conclusion cannot be drawn that

because a 9-stage plant is stable, a 50-stage plant (of the same design)

will also be stable.

The last point to be made is that intuitive "fixes" of the MSF plant

design using baffles may not be successful. Comparisons of successful

and unsuccessful attempts to stabilize a plant are shown in Fig. 3. In

the unstable case,^Ba** baffles" were added in stages 6, l6, 26, 36,

and U6, attempting to decouple the plant into six sections. In the Jl«Ue

tall Ttaffles were used in each stage in the higher-temperature end of
the \ At y 5

the plant, with.«*efiawively'vogd^^^imggnrotTd^t>^Qoh otagc toward the

lover-temperature end. Again it should be noted that this does not solve

the problem; that is, we still do not k»e>w what (if any) baffle hardware

corresponds to the successful set of baffle equations.



Reactor and Turbine Plant Simulations

Simulator Description. The simulated PWR used as a heat source was assumed

to be typical of the 1100 MW(e) plant designs which employ drum-type steam

generators. The reactc neutron level and fuel and coolant temperature

dynamics are approximated by seven nonlinear differential equations. The

rod control system was modeled after a typical commercial plant design.

The steam generator model consists of ten state variables/ which account

for the primary and secondary coolant temperatures and steam production.

The simulated turbine plant for a demonstration size dual-purpose plant

typically consists of a high- and low-pressure turbine, a back-pressure

turbine (BPT) supplying heat to the brine heater, several feedwater

heaters and reheaters, plus a condenser, moisture separator, and feed

pump turbine. The procedures used to simulate the three types of turbines

were basically the same. For a constant shaft speed, turbine pressures

and steam flows will respond very quickly to changing conditions; hence

it is assumed that steam conditions within the turbines are always in

equilibrium. Iterative solutions to flow-pressure balances are used for

each turbine stage. The feedwater heaters' simulations use nine differen-

tial equations per heater to model the heat and mass transport.

rei
Details of the models and equations used are given in a separate report.

Dynamics Tests on a PWR Power Station. In order to provide some verifi-

cation data for the PWR and steam generator simulation, dynamics tests

vere run on the H. B. Robinson Plant in Hartsville, South Carolina, in

September 1972. This work was a cooperative effort with Prof. T. W. Kerlin

of the University of Tennessee. Several types of frequency response tests



were run, including one in which perturbations in turbine steam flow

rate were introduced^ This test provided coupled reactor-i-plus-steam

generator data which was then compared with the simulator predictions.

As a result, several of our initial (conservative) estimates of reactor

parameters in the simulator were revised to yield a good fit to the data.

The updated simulator model has much-improved response and load-following

characteristics.

Coupled Plant Simulations

Presently there are two versions of the coupled plant simulator: one

is for demonstration size plants and includes high-, low-, and back-

pressure turbines; and the other is for a full BPT plant. Coupled plant

simulations have been used in evaluations of various plant control schemes

and postulated component failures. However, our present discussion will

be limited to the dependence of MSF evaporator stability on the means of

coupling to the steam supply. The more closely the plant approaches the

full dual-purpose plant design, the greater the tendency for instabilities

to occur. This is demonstrated first in Fig. U, showing the simulated

response of tray brine levels in stages 10, 20, and 30 in a 50-stage MSF

plant model which is stable when the brine heater steam temperature (T )
s

is controlled (as in a single-purpose plant) and unstable when steam flow
h

rate.(W ) is controlled. The latter case assumes that W is controlledAs s

according to turbine requirements and corresponds closely to the case where

the steam comes from a BPT which comprises a small fraction of the total

turbine plant output and where the total plant electrical output is con-

trolled by throttling prime steam flow to the entire plant.



The differences in stability characteristics

for the two cases can be attributed to the fact that any perturbations

in temperature of the inlet brine are attenuated in one case (T Control)

and not in the other. In the case of W control, for example, since the
s

heating rate for a given flow rate W is very nearly constant, a perturba-

tion of 1° of the brine at the inlet will show up as a 1° change in the

brine outlet temperature. For T control, the brine temperature is closely

coupled to the steam temperature, and only a fraction (typically ̂ 30$)

of any inlet brine temperature perturbations passes through to the outlet.

A further destabilizing tendency is seen if the electrical output of the

BPT supplying steam to the brine heater is controlled directly, as shown

in Fig. #. As before, the MSF plant models used in the two cases are

identical, and a plant design which is stable under W control is unstable

(eventually) with BPT(e) control. Here destabilization is due to'the

fact that changes in brine heater conditions cause controlled W changes

which augment, rather than attenuate, the effect of the initiating disturbance.

MSF EVAPORATOR EXPERIMENTS

Experimental investigations included both steady-state and dynamic testing.

Steady-state data was acquired to provide correlations for interstage

brine flow rate behavior, which was found to be the most crucial factor in

MSF stability, and for stage nonequilibrium loss (A1). A1 correlations
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can alternatively be used to calculate brine flashing rate, dynamics

tests were used primarily to verify the stage tray brine, and condenser

dynamics models.

Controlled-Trend Parameter Variation Tests. An efficient testing method

was developed for obtaining steady-stage correlation dataa particularly

for cases in which the correlation is sensitive to variations in several

parameters.

The idea of the trend test method is to first establish a given set of

operating conditions and then slowly vary one parameter while holding

others (where possible) constant. The response of the pertinent evaporator

conditions is logged continuously, resulting in a "curve" showing the

change in behavior with the varied parameter.
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(hie of the built-in problems in the trend test (or any steady-state)

asthod is that i t is not possible to vary just one input parameter at

a time. -~n nrrior %o cJmrnlgp a parrattfft.:riia..oiiiffrfiBfiii-pn--ftiy cnr nnfr'ft-fr'fi

Howsver, the consideration of secondary parameter variations

is doru in the analysis, though not in the execution phase, of the

experiment J

Trend tests were run on the OSW threa-stage flash evaporator experiment

at Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina. The plant design permitted

operation of the test (middle) stege over wide ranges of temperatures,

flow rates, and flashdowns. Initially, test data was recorded by a data

logger witn punched-card output. In February 1972, that system was

replaced by an on-line computer data system which was designed and pro-

grammed for OSW by ORHL. The computer greatly facilitated the acquisi-

tion and analysis of experimental data. On-line computer programs per-

mitted instant evaluation of each run, including heat-balance checks,

measurement comparisons, heat transfer coefficient calculations, and

statistical analysis.
I O • . . . . . .

Early tests were run with no flow baffles at the test stage brine tray

iulet. These tests demonstrated that such a stage design has quite poor

opei-ational and thermal efficiency characteristics, and would clearly be

undesirable for use in a production plant. In subsequent tests, a 6-in.

high vertical baffle was installed 20 in. downstream of the test stage

inlet. The baffle helped considerably in stabilizing the plant against

the type of inventory-shifting (hydraulic stability) problems noted

previously. Also, in trend te'sts run to derive correlations for the
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baffled test stage, both ORNL data and data obtained by OSW shoved

there to be a considerable reduction in A', as well as much less depend-

ence of A' on tray brine level.

Recently, extensive trend test data was taken to determine a correlation

for the inlet tray flow rate with the 6-in. baffle. Preliminary analyses

indicate that the brine level downstream of the inlet orifice has as

much (or an even greater) effect on inlet flow rate as does the level

upstream of the orifice. Figure ff shows results of a trend test in which

test stage brine level was gradually decreased while flow rate, flashdown,

temperature, and other conditions (except upstream level) were held con-

stant. As noted previously, to obtain overall MSF plant stability,

ThiS

the downstream level effect needs to be minimized; henceflu* baffle

design used would not be desirable, at least for use throughout the

entire plant operating temperature range.

[3391
Blowthrough Tests. Experiments were run both for the unbaffled and

test

baffled/iStage to study the hydraulic and thermal efficiency character-

istics of flashing brine during blowthrough conditions. Blowthrough

(or blowby) occurs when the upstream brine level is less than the height

of the orifice opening between stages. In this condition,. some vapor

as well as brine is transported through the interstage orifice. Of

particular interest were the flow characteristics during the transitions

between normal flow, in which the orifice is submerged, and the blow-'

through state.

While the original intent- of the blowthrough tests was just to obtain

orifice flow correlations for the behavior during the transitions into

and out of blowthrough, two other interesting aspects of the blowthrough
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state were noted. First, there was an apparent hysteresis effects

-from a given set of operating conditions (flow, levels, flashdowns,

etc.) the plant may tend to slip into blowthrough. This was particularly

true for the unbaffled stage, and for the baffled stage operating at

high temperatures. However, to get the plant out of blowthrough, the

operating conditions had to be altered substantially beyond that point

from which blowthrough originally occurred. In other words, the plant

would tend to "lock in" on a blowthrough state, implying that the -flow

conditions characteristic of blowthrough yield a very* stable mode of

operation. The second observation was that there were very low values of

AJ associated with the low brine levels during blowthrough and that this

increase in stage efficiency tended to compensate for the reduced

efficiency due to the interstage vapor leakage. These observations

imply that pursuit of the idea of intentional blowthrough, with addi-

tional built-in means of reducing interstage vapor leakage, is clearly

vorth while.

Dynamics Tests. Both pulse input and frequency response tests employing

pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBS) were used to determine stage dynamic

• characteristics. The PRBS test is an efficient method of obtaining a

vide spectrum of frequency response information, which is useful in

determining the small-perturbation (linear) dynamic/characteristics

of a stage. PRBS tests were run using both brine heater steam flow rate

and brine recirculating flow perturbations.
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Initially the PRBS tests were run using magnetic tape data loggers and

subseqtient off-line processing. Recent tests made use of the on-line

computer, for which a special program was written to generate the PRBS

signal, scan the process variables, and perform the Fourier transform

calculations. Up to eight variables .s

processed by means of an efficient digital f i l ter algorithm^

ijl'ii uliji 1 miiMiimniiiliiiiiHH rnift"i# nl the rate of 2.5 sets of scans per second.

At the end of each tes t , the frequency

response data is typed (and punched) out, so the quality of the data can

be evaluated before proceeding to other tests. PRBS tests were run at

four different stage operating conditions between 100 and 200°F. The

results of these tests will be reported separately.

CONCLUSIONS •

While a broad array of simulators, experimental techniques, and analysis

procedures have been developed, it is clear that accurate correlations

are required in the simulators to relate specific hardware designs to

the overall performance of a specific plant. To accomplish this, a com-

prehensive test program on the stage design to be used would need to be

implemented.

4
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